INTERVIEW

Rock-A-Boogie Piano Man

Mitch Woods
Mitch Woods has been wowing audiences around the world since the early
1980swith a unique blend of music that has become known as Rock-A-Boogie,
keeping alive the flame and tradition of early jump blues. His recent release
however captures a more mellow Mitch, recording a number of intimate duo and
trio acoustic sessions with an array of the great and good from the blues world.
It is receiving the kind of media interest that suggest this style of music has a big
audience out there.
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i Mitch, thanks for taking
the time to talk to us. I’ve
been listening to your new
album, Friends Along The
Way and it’s a delightful collection of
mostly duets and threesomes with some
top notch performers. Judging by the
sleeve notes it was recorded in a variety
of places, what gave you the idea and
how long has it taken to bring the whole
project to fruition?
The whole project took about a year to complete.
We recorded in different locations depending
on where my guest artists were appearing. The
cuts with Van and Taj were recorded in New
Orleans at Esplanade Studios in an old church,
while they were playing Jazzfest and I was living
there. Some cuts were done in the NY area where
John Hammond and Joe Louis Walker live. The
rest were recorded near me in San Francisco
area at Studio D. The idea came from an earlier
album of mine, Keeper Of The Flame, in which
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I recorded duets with many of the blues greats
including John Lee Hooker, James Cotton, Earl
King, Johnnie Johnson, and Lee Allen. I used
two of those cuts with John Lee and Cotton on
this project to keep their legacy alive. With this
new project I wanted to do a current CD with
my contemporaries that I have become friends
with along the way!
It was rather refreshing to hear an
album that includes piano in mostly
acoustic and intimate sessions, and it
seems to be gathering a lot of media
interest. You’ve always championed
early blues and boogie, do you think
there is too much emphasis on electric
blues today?
I do think there is too much emphasis on electric blues and a lot of guitar. I am a piano player
and it lends itself to playing with more acoustic instruments that you can blend well with.
The piano is an ideal instrument to accompany
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some of these great artists and bring out the best in
them. It was truly a unique experience to gather close
together in the studio and really get some expressive
blues created.
When Van, Taj and I got in the studio they had us way
apart and separated by sound baffles. Van immediately
said let’s get rid of those and
gather close around the piano
and really play the blues!
So that is the intimate feeling you get from these unique
sessions.

of about 11. My mum was a single mum and she hired
the superintendent (who was African American) of our
building to take me to school. He stopped off at a relative’s house and that’s when I first heard someone playing
boogie. I immediately said I want to do that. Luckily my
stepdad went out and got me a piano … so that was the
beginning.
But early on we started bands
in Brooklyn playing rock ’n’ roll,
I gradually started hearing
about the great boogie piano
players in college … like Mead
Lux Lewis, Albert Ammons,
Pete Johnson … but my career
really started when I moved to
California.

As a concept I always
say the Blues Cruise is
the best thing you can
do with your clothes on!

As I said there’s quite a list
of blues stars on here, and
the theme of friendship
runs through the collection, are these all people that you’ve performed
with over your long and successful career?
Yes, I have played with most of them and we have done
many shows and festivals together over the years. I have
been fortunate enough to become friends with them all
as well. That to me is as important as playing together.

It was spine-tingling to hear John Lee Hooker’s
distinctive vocals coming out of the speakers
on ‘Never Get Out Of These Blues Alive’. And
of course, James Cotton on ‘Chicago Express’.
Were these cuts from the Keeper Of The Flame
recordings or from other sessions?
Yes, as I mentioned previously those were sessions from
Keeper Of The Flame.
Those are some of the blues masters I got to learn from
earlier in my career. My generation was so lucky to be able
to experience firsthand the last of these great blues men.
That CD was pretty overlooked since the label went out
of business and I wanted to keep their legacy alive. It’s a
nice perspective to hear John Lee’s spine-tingling vocals
and hear him say “Thank you Mitch” when I was in my
early thirties, and then to hear Van’s vocals on ‘Take This
Hammer’ on FATW which also sends chills up my spine
every time I hear it!
You grew up and started your music career in
New York before moving to San Francisco in
the early 1970s. How do you think living in
and absorbing the different musical and cultural
contrasts has helped your music evolve?
Well in NY I first started playing piano after hearing
someone play boogie woogie when I was a young kid
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Who would you say were big influences on you?
I can certainly hear echoes of Amos Milburn,
Fats Domino and Allen Toussaint. I believe you
met and played alongside Fats?
As I mentioned the three great boogie pianists – Meade
Lux Lewis, Albert Ammons, and Pete Johnson were
very important influences. Also Champion Jack Dupree,
and Otis Spann, even Fats Waller. New Orleans has
been the most influential on my playing. It has always
been the home to the great piano players and it
welcomed me with open arms. That is why it is my
second home.
In 2001 I recorded my CD/DVD Big Easy Boogie
with the Fats Domino Band.
I was writing tunes in the style of Fats and early
New Orleans R&B. I thought to myself, who would
be the best band to record them with, and it had to
be Fats’ band. I was able to get Dave Bartholomew
(Fats’ producer and co-writer) to help produce and
play trumpet on it. And with Earl Palmer on drums,
and the rest of Fats’ bands including my dear friend
Herb Hardesty (recently passed) on sax. I also recorded
a tribute to Smiley Lewis called Gumbo Blues on the
Vizztone Label.

You’re well known for being a Blues Cruise
favourite. How long have you been doing the
cruises and what are your thoughts and experiences about them as a concept?
I just got off the latest Legendary Blues Cruise and it was
a blast as always. I have been doing them for fourteen or
fifteen years now. I founded the late-night blues piano bar
on the ship, which is known as Mitch Woods’ Club 88.
I came on as a special guest and started just playing
in the piano bar. Pretty soon crowds started coming in
and it went later and later into the night, then one night
I packed it up at about 4 a.m. I got a call to “get my ass
down to piano bar,” there was a full crowd. Someone
put up a sign … ‘Mitch Woods’ Club 88’ and that was the
beginning. Now we have six or eight pianists all taking
shifts. I have many stories about late night adventures in
there, but that will have to wait for another article! As
a concept I always say the Blues Cruise is the best thing
you can do with your clothes on! Bar none! It is fun
for everyone, including the musicians. I will be on the
October cruise as well. Go to bluescruise.com tell ‘em
Mitch sent ya. Ok

Thanks for your time Mitch, let’s hope those UK
dates can happen soon.
My pleasure Steve.

Discography
Friends Along The Way – 2017
Jammin’ On The
High C’s – 2015
Blues Beyond Borders
Live In Istanbul – 2012
Gumbo Blues – 2010
Jukebox Drive – 2008
Big Easy Boogie – 2006
Jump For Joy! – 2001
Keeper Of The Flame – 1996
Shakin’ The Shack – 1993
Solid Gold Cadillac – 1991
Mr Boogie’s Back
In Town – 1988
Steady Date with
Mitch Woods & His
Rocket 88’s – 1984

Was there anyone you wanted as a guest that for
whatever reason it just couldn’t happen?
There were a few that I would like to get on Volume
2 of FATW. I still have a bunch of tunes in the can
that we didn’t use. But, I would like to play with David
Hidalgo and some of the Los Lobos band, and Tab
Benoit, Shemekia Copeland, and hopefully more with
Van Morrison.
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Your band Rocket 88’s are well known for high
octane blues and boogie. Do you have any tours
in the pipeline and is there the chance of our
UK readers getting the opportunity to catch you
live over here?
I am working on coming back to the UK. It has been too
many years since I have been there. I have festivals coming
up this summer – Ascona Jazz in Switzerland in June, and
Porretta Soul Festival in Italy in July, another in Madrid
in September. I am connecting with an agency Movin’
Music, in the UK so I hope to be playing there very soon.
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